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A number of authors/2/ have made general investigations of the collective properties 
II/ of atomic nuclei on the basis of the method of approximate second quantization .The 

most progress has been achieved in the domain of spherical nuclei where the collective 

state energies and the electromagnetic transition probabilities were calcu+ated/J-51. 

In the region of st r ongly deformed nuclei the investigations/6/ A.re restricted to the 

obtaining of the basic equations and to the investigation of the problem of elimination 

of a spurious state. It is only in ref/ 7/ that the gamma oscillation energies and the 

E2 transition probabilities are calculated. In the present paper the energies of the 

octupole collective oscillations with InK=1- 0 of even-even nuclei in the 

regions 228,f, A !:.254 and I52 bA bi86 are calculated in the framework of the superfluid 

nuclear model using the method of approximate second quantization. 

The secular equation determining the frequencies of the octupole oscillation is 

of the form 
(J' 1-1~"~~ (us''; .).2. 2. w t '(~v').l (u,:,),)z 

{=21C. '-'L.- + ?C L.. + 
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where X.~~ x.~J, 1(.~ are the constants of octupole-octupole interactions, ftds') is the 

matrix element of the octupole mome_ntum operator, the index is related to the 

neutron system and p to the proton one; the swnmation J'.S'(-Jv') is made over the 

single-particle levels of the average field of the neutron (proton) system. The pairins 

correlations of a superconducting type are treated as in/B/ E(s)= .Jc:z + (E(•J-).j!C 

U.H, = U4 v;. + ~ u/ . The values of the correlation functions C , the chemical po

tentials A and the schemes of the average field levels are taken from/ 9/ and/IO/. 

The frequencies of the octupole oscillations are found by numerical solution 

of the secular equation (I) on the electronic computer. The first root of GU is found 

in the interval 

(2) 

by a successive division of the interval into two parts. In the case JC10rv •. k,.CJJ..~e,;/J. '1:(.1) 

there is no root in the interval (2), provided 7e '.tl> k: ~~... • The second and the 

subsequent roots (I) are situated between successive poles in the right-hand side of 

(I), they exist for any values of ~(l). 

The values of W calculated from (I) depend on the wave functions and the eigen-
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values of the aTerage field potential and also on what levels of the average field 

were taken into account in (I). The terms in (I) with ~ and S' corresponding to the 

particle and hole states in all the nuclei withiE(io}-.-\ \» C and IE(~:J-)./.» C. lead 

only to the renorma.lization of censtants 1etaJas in/J/. The same terms in (I) which in 

some nuclei correspond to the particle and hole s tate s and in another - only to particle 

(hole) s tates, lead not only to the renormalization of ~n)but also to the change of~ 

in some nuclei as compared to another. 

The correctness of the location of the Nilsson scheme levels in the regions 

61' z f 79 89' N i: II5 and 87 ~ Z ~ 99, IJ7 ~ N ~!55 is proved by the ex:perimen-

tal data on the single-quasi-particle levels of odd-A nuclei. As to the behaviour and 

the choice of the other levels there is a certain arbitrariness.In order to decrease this 

arbitrariness we have taken into account all the orbits of those subshells in which 

the location of at least one singleparticle leTel was proved ex perimentally. The calcu

lations are made for the deformation lc 0 . .3 for nuclei in the ret;ion !52.4 A6 186 

and f or tf': 0.2 for nuclei in the region 2286A~ 254 with waTe functions given in/III, 

In each region for all nuclei the same single-particle energies ~{~) of the average 

field have been used and the changes of the deformation for different nuclei have been 

disregarded. In order to see how strongly the result s of calculations depend on the 

wave functions i::J. the region 228b A f. 254w's were calculated with wave f unctions for 

J' = 0. 3 but with unchanged values of EMThe values of w obtained in this case 

differ little fr om those of w in case 6' = 0.2. The octupole-octupole interaction con-
(J) {J) " 3 (;1) stant ~ is taken to be equal to 7C = T Mev, i.e. the values of ~ A are identi-

cal in both regions of strongly deformed nuclei. 

The results of calculations of the energies of the octupole states with KJT .. 0-

in the region 228 f.Ai:. 254 for J',. 0.2 when ?e,f•J·k/.Jl.?t.,~JJ"' :~~:())are given in Fig . I . Tl\e 
(lj +• ~J be st agreement with all the experimental data is obtained at ~ •tJ.0008.Jnw.<~:qooss,.y~...:......... 

A~ 

{J) ,.~ 0 
However for the isotopes of Th best are lie =0.0()0.._./i-w. a nd for the isotopes of U 

OJ o /!2/ 
7C =0.00085 .:li..Wo • As was noted in , the smallest calculated values of 

w are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental values of energies for states 

with Kti = 0- • 'rhe tendency of the lowering of the energies of these states in the 

light isotopes of Th and U is represented correctly. In the isotopes of Th, U and Pu 

the states with K!i=O- are to a large degree collectivized, the values of~ are by 

0.8 - I.O Mev smaller than those of the energies of the neare s t poles in (I). As to 

Fm254 the contribution to the state with k't7=0-of the proton two-quasi-particle state 

with configuration 6JJJ- 5I4ramounts to 96 % so that this state is with good accuracy 

two-quasi- particle one. Its energy is !.4 Mev. It is lower only by 26 Kev than the 
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/IO' energy of the nearest pole. According to the calculations 1 the energy of the two-

quasi -particle oroton state 6JJl- 5I4+ in Fm254 is I. 08 Mev taking into account the block 

ing effect but for :il': t.J~ 0. If in investigating the collective effects we took into ac

count the blocking effect then we would obtain the energy of this state equal to I Mev. 

1'hus some states with Kiir:O- possess the collective properties and others 

are two-quasi-particle,The average field defines 

whether it is collective or quasi- particle • 

the structure of the given state-

The results ofcalculationsof the energies of states with Kff= 0- in the region 
.t... t. 6 J'l IV IJ) {I) (I) I 52- A- I8 at o = 0.3 when ~ ... = ?e,o ., ;c"f:: ;c are eiven in Fig. 2. As is seen from Fie. 2, 

a satisfactory agreement is obtained between calculated energy values of states with 

K;; = o- and corresponsing experimental data. In this region of strongly 

deformed nuclei all the lowest states with KJi • 0- are collective. So in Eri6E 

the contributions to state 0- with an energy I. 66 Mev are given by one two-quasi-particle 

state JO ~. two states I6 ~ each, and by nine states (I-5) % each. The energy of tV 

iLEri66 is by 0.55 Mev lower than the energy of the nearest pole and by O.J4 Mev lower 

than the energy of the two-quasi-particle state taking into account the blocking effect. 
{I) {.J) (3) 

Calculations have been made for more general cases Ole., f -x,. ; ~"f' which, however, 
(3} (I) W (3} 

differ little from calculations with ;rh .. ;c~ = te,,. :: k • In solving (I) the conserva-

tion of particle number on the average was controlled, for what the following quantity 

was calculated 

(J) 

i.e. the difference of the average number of neutrons (protons) in the excited collective 

and ground states. In most cases it was obtained 
E.J 

iln- <: 0 . .3. However, states with 

l!,n,+ 0..3 -0.6 occur. The reduced probabilities of¥'transitions 

e, =e~ e'ff =O.Se as in/4/ are larger than 

calculated withep"'e +e~ , 

the single-quasi-particle 

ones by a factor I.2 - J.6 for the exception of Cm, Cf, Fm, where they are somewhat 

smaller than the single-particle ones. The reduced probabilities of the ~1transitions 

with l!p =-f~, en.. =- J e are smaller then the single-particle by about a factor 102 

Thus the behaviour of the energies of the collective octupole states with K;; • o-
(~) 

is explained by introducing one new constant ~ , all the other parameters were fixed 

earlier in/ 8 •91. It should be noted that the microscopic treatment of the states on the 

basis of the superfuid nuclear model strongly differs from the phenomenological treat

ment of the unified nuclear model. So, according to the treatment of the superfluid 

nuclear model the octupole states in some nuclei lie comparatively low ( below beta and 
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gamma vibrational states) and possess the pronounced collective properies and 

in other ones such states may have high energy and in their na ture will be close to 

the two-particle excited states. 

In conclusion we express our deep gratitude to N.N. Bogoliubov for interesting 

discussion, and to G. Jungklaussen for help in performing numerical calculations. 
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The energies of the octupole collective states with lnK - t-o in t he region 

228 ~A~ 254. The lines --- denote the experimental data, taken from 
13

, 

the open ciroles ( joined by the straight lines for the sake of ill ustra

tion) are the calculated values of energie s for~~' = 0.0008J~wo ' the dark 

circles denote the energies forTh when ~ "' = 0.00081 ~~o and for other 
<>' 

nuclei when ~ 0.00085 1\<.u, • 
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Fig.2 The energies of the octupole collective states with I~K :1- 0 in the re-

gion 152 ~ A ~ 186. The lines denote the experimental data, taken from14 , 

the dark circles ( joined by the straight lines for the sake of illustration ) 

are the oalculated values of energies for >~-"' = 0. 00107 ""'""· 


